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Coming directly from the States for the OnStage! Festival, Wolfert will host a special
workshop that looks in depth at the relationship between the text and its interpretation on
the work of the Great Bard. The event anticipates Wolfert’s show “Cry Havoc,” created
with Shakespear’s material on the social reintegration of veterans of war.
THE MASTERCLASS – SEARCHING THE TRUTH
During OnStage!, the American culture festival in Rome from January 21st to January 27th,
2019, the actor, playwright, and director Stephan Wolfert will be in Italy as a special
occurance to present his show “Cry Havoc” (directed by Eric Tucker) and host a
masterclass for professional actors that aims to illustrate his detailed work on Shakespeare
and to allow the participants to work on a specific Shakespeare text in the original
language.
The event will take place on January 14th, 2019 in Rome (with the support of a translator)
and is a collaborative workshop on Shakespeare, the method Wolfert used with actors
and veterans, and a focused Shakespeare text of their choice.
The masterclass will only allow a maximum of 15 participants. The participation fee will be
€150; for the first 5 reservations a discount of €30 will be given.
To reserve send your CV to info@onstagefestival.it
THE SHOW – CRY HAVOC
The show is about the meeting between Shakespeare and the playwright Wolfert, who
interlocks in his smooth and energetic writing, characterized by drama but littered with
irony, famous Shakespearian soldier dialogues.
In the text, the playwright includes some of the most famous dialogues of Shakespearian
characters, who are war veterans just like him: Coriolanus, Henry V, Titus Andronicus, Mark
Anthony. The Bard’s timeless words are the source of a reflection on the war and the hard
reintegration into the civil society of the veterans. Giving back to the theater a deep
sense of necessity.
The texts is the result of the impact that Shakespeare’s “Richard III” has on the veteran
Stephan Wolfert, who is devastated by the Post traumatic stress disorder and does
independent theater ever since, reaching the Broadway scene.
The show comes back to Italy after playing at the Teatro Sala Uno of Rome and collecting
enthusiastic critiques, during the Festival Shakespeare Re-Loaded (Roma-Verona, April
2016), in collaboration with the Teatro Argot Studio of Rome and Casa Shakespeare of
Verona.
Tickets to the show: full price €15, reduced price €12, special discount €10.
Pass 6 entries at €80.

Reservations and pre-sales: Off-Off Theater, ticket booth in Via Giulia, 20 – Tel.
+39.06.89239515 – off-offtheatre.com
STEPHAN WOLFERT
Actor, playwright, director, ex military doctor in the US Army - after encountering
Shakespeare’s “Richard III,” Stephan has left the guns to dedicate his life to the theater. In
2000, he obtained a Master of Fine Arts degree at the Trinity Rep Conservatory of
Providence, Rhode Island. On Broadway, he directed the military segment of Twyla Tharp
& Billy Joel Movin’ Out. Moreover, he taught Shakespearean acting at different universities
and theater schools in the United States and Canada, and he has been part in various
theater companies, he worked as a coach for the Cirque du Soleil, and he directed many
projects on Shakespeare all over the US. He is the Artistic Director and Founder of the
Shakespeare & Veterans program and of the Veterans Center for the Performing Arts
(V.C.P.A.). Today, he takes care of the development of the DE-CRUIT program for the
reintegration of military veterans through acting training. Stephan has been developing
the project for decades in North America and now in Italy by analyzing Shakespeare’s
works from the point of view of an ex-soldier, working with veterans and doctors, and using
Shakespeare texts and classic acting education to face the trauma and help transition
from weapons to civilian life. He received the commendation from the City Council of Los
Angeles for DE-CRUIT and his work has been featured on artistic and scientific
publications. He is a member of PACH (Project for the Advancement of our Common
Humanity) in New York.
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